clinical psychiatry
Western psychiatry emerged as a medical specialty caring for the mentally ill over the course of the late 18th and early 19th centuries. This emergence was a contingent process, dependent on the

the emergence of psychiatry: 1650-1850.
People are hurting emotionally as we enter the third year of the COVID-19 pandemic, but help remains hard to find. There are too few mental health professionals here and nationally. The The uptick in ‘greater need than ever before:’ too few therapists to cope with covid-19 pandemic mental health crisis
New findings from a major international review examining the 'best of the best' available scientific evidence reveals which nutraceuticals (nutrient-based natural products) and phytoceuticals
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global commission: new clinical guidelines for mental health and the use of nutraceuticals and medicinal plants
Neurocognitive and psychiatric symptoms, including posttraumatic stress disorder, are 'staggeringly high' in patients who had COVID-19 — even if they weren't hospitalized with the virus.

'staggeringly high' rates of psychiatric symptoms after covid-19
Passing this rigorous examination is a requirement for counselor licensure in many states. The percentage of students who pass this exam on their first attempt is a key indicator of educational

100% of husson university clinical mental health counseling students pass the national counselor examination on their first attempt
At a time when people wait weeks or months for mental health treatment, the people training to be therapists confront one hurdle after another — most of them

financial.

more people need mental health care. but those who want to help them pay dearly.
“It's been harmful sometimes.” To avoid escalating situations, Donovan said he will prioritize hiring responders who have a personal history of mental health struggles, rather than clinical training.

mental health alternatives to policing gather steam in western massachusetts
Dubbed the first “social media war,” the war in Ukraine is being consumed in real-time through a screen at a rate never seen before. These images, videos, and audio clips can be triggering for

the mental health effects of war: backed by science
In New Hanover County, local leaders have leveraged federal relief funds to lend a helping hand. New Hanover County Health and Human Services’ school mental health program has been up and running for
new hanover county health dept. doubles staff of clinical therapists in elementary, middle schools
Topics include peer support, self-care, and additional resources and support information followed by an anonymous Q&A

mental health matters: live virtual seminars available to all miami faculty and staff march 30
Every year, the Alfred Toepfer Natural Heritage Scholarship supports the work of young conservationists in Protected Areas across Europe. Anna Jennings, an engagement ranger at the Peak District

sustainable mental health initiatives in protected areas - anna jennings
Someone passed out at a bus station. A person screaming at passersby. Another caught in the midst of a mental health crisis.

flagstaff launches care unit to send mental health professionals, not police, to calls
I am living in a thick fog that I cannot seem to escape. Everything feels overwhelming: returning calls, participating in meetings, writing, responding to emails. Guilt nags at me because I lead a

the boulder chamber view: mental health in the workplace — lifting the fog
BALTIMORE - The day after the American Psychological Association's newest leader pitched her vision for the organization to dozens of her colleagues in D.C., she walked into Maryland's oldest Black